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Software Tester 
 
About Us 
 
We are a dynamic technology company developing and deploying digital railway and connected 
transport solutions.  Our business offering is world leading, bringing together deep domain rail 
knowledge with the latest digital technology stacks, powerful analytics and artificial intelligence.  We 
are also unique - the only SME in our space successfully competing with multi-nationals by offering 
industry leading technology solutions and disruptive commercial models.  
 
The challenge  
 
Our core market is currently in the UK, where we are leading the way in deploying digital technology 
into the rail market.  We have invested in building a technology stack which provides innovative traffic 
management capability that can be delivered alongside our established signalling control solutions, or 
with other systems.  These powerful systems support transport providers with value adding solutions, 
upgrading their assets and improving performance and capacity.  And to match our ambition, we have 
ensured that our solutions are deployable internationally. 
 
We are now looking to further strengthen our capability with a Software Tester to join our team. 
 
You will be working with talented teams of front and back end practitioners, designers, developers, 
and QA, with the challenge being to help us test our industry leading software and systems within fast-
paced, highly flexible agile development teams – all whilst growing personally and professionally as 
we're big on personal development! 
 
What we are looking for  
 
Someone who is passionate about systems testing (and breaking them!) in transformative digital 
projects exploiting high volume and live data, working in an agile, collaborative and cross-functional 
environment.  Comfortable using tools such as Cucumber, Selenium, etc. to ensure delivery of high 
quality software systems.  What we do is challenging and definitely not just website testing! 
 
A resilient, positive communicator, who is driven to solve business challenges with technology and 
excited at the potential to join a talented and growing team with exciting prospects for the future. 
 
An interest in automation testing would be a real plus for us but not essential. 
 
Our offer to you 
 
This is a great opportunity to have real-world impact.  We are excited about the potential of our 
technology to transform the performance of transport systems, and hence the lives of the ultimate 
customer, passengers.  We are looking for like-minded individuals who want to help us deliver real 
change.  We offer competitive rewards and benefits, an informal working environment, flexible 
working options and the ability to rapidly expand experience.  
 
If you share our passion and vision, we would be delighted to talk to you. 


